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Abstract: Web accessibility is becoming a relevant topic with an increased number of people with disabilities and the elderly using the web. Numerous legislations are being passed that require the web to be universally accessible to all people, regardless of their abilities and age. Despite this trend, university curricula still teach traditional web development without addressing accessibility as a topic. To investigate this matter closely, we studied the syllabi of web development courses at one university to evaluate whether the topic of accessibility was taught there. Additionally, we conducted a survey with nineteen students who were enrolled in a web development course, and we interviewed three lecturers from the same university. Our findings suggest that the topic of accessibility is not covered in web development courses, although both students and lecturers think that it should. This generates lack of competence in accessibility. The findings also confirm the finding of previous studies that, among web developers, there is a low familiarity with accessibility guidelines and policies. An interesting finding we uncovered was that gender affects the motivation to learn about accessibility. Females were driven by personal reasons, which we attribute to females having an increased sense of empathy. Finally, our participants were divided in their opinions whether accessibility contributes to usability.
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1. Introduction

People with disabilities and the elderly are increasingly engaging in online learning as well as browsing the web to get access to information for their daily activities [1,2]. It is estimated that the community of the disabled consists of approximately 15% of the world population [3]. In addition, with the growing life expectancy, the community of the elderly is also increasing, and many disabilities are due to natural aging. For instance, according to the United Nations, by 2050, the population of 65 years and older will be 17%, compared to 9% in 2019 [4]. Therefore, it is a paramount necessity to make the web accessible in order to accommodate these communities.

The most common way to make the web accessible is by considering and applying the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.1 (WCAG 2.1) [5], which provide guidance to make content accessible to all people, regardless of their disabilities. Early studies have suggested that teaching such guidelines along with techniques and tools to make the web accessible is an appropriate topic for Information Technology (IT) related courses [6]. Additionally, considering that at least 70% of websites are currently inaccessible and continuously in decline [7], the topic of accessibility should be addressed early on and become a standard part of IT-related curricula [6].
Other studies have suggested that accessibility should not only be taught as an additional topic to existing courses, but it should be closely incorporated with aspects of web design to achieve universal access by all users, including people with disabilities [8,9]. Unfortunately, “most software designers and engineers are not taught about accessibility in courses” [10], although it is recognized as a necessary knowledge for students in computer science [11].

The inclusion of accessibility in a university curriculum within web development courses was first suggested by the IT2008 Model Curriculum published by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) [12]. A study reported that web designers with competence in solving accessibility problems are more employable [13]. Moreover, with the growing number of worldwide standards regarding accessible technologies, the demand has increased for skills in accessible technology development [13]. Additionally, a study suggested that integrating accessibility into teaching could attract female students to IT-related sciences [14]. Lately, big companies, such as Facebook, are expecting computer science students to know about accessibility, as they demand this knowledge in their job descriptions indicated as “User Interface (UI) design principles and accessibility best practices” [11].

To further investigate this topic, we looked at one university in Sweden as a case study to measure the extent that the topic of accessibility is being taught in web development courses. We conducted the study by initially exploring university curricula from this university. Then, we administered surveys with students taking a web development course, and we conducted interviews with teachers of courses at the same university. Our aim was to investigate whether the topic of accessibility is considered important for students taking and teachers lecturing web development courses and whether they consider that the topic should be taught within such courses. In the next sections, we provide an overview of related work and accessibility policies, guidelines, and software. We then present our approach, followed by results and their discussion. In the end, we provide conclusions, as well as future directions for this study.

2. Related Work

Since early 2000, there have been a number of attempts to integrate accessibility in computer science curricula [6–8,10,13,15,16] by advocating that the topic of accessibility should be integrated in a number of courses and programs [6]. For example, the accessibility-first pedagogy for web design courses highlights that accessibility should be a topic of interest to computer scientists [8]. An attempt to present a number of accessibility approaches for computing programs, specifically for web design courses, was seen as a fundamental instrument [13]. Another research study [16], discussed the raising importance of universal access to design for the needs of widest range of users.

Covering the topic of accessibility as an integral part within and beyond undergraduate courses has also been advocated [15]. For example, the introduction of accessibility as a cross topic in several engineering degrees has been studied [17], and one of the latest attempts was to motivate lecturers to teach accessibility in several computer science courses [10].

Despite the fact that these studies have stressed the importance of accessibility for many years, the basic concepts of accessibility are still not typically taught within IT-related degrees [16]. Occasionally, they are taught briefly within courses such as interaction design [16] or human computer interaction [18–20]. In some universities, such as at Carnegie Mellon University [20] and University of Dundee [15], accessibility is offered as a separate course. The most comprehensive course that covers accessibility is offered by George Mason University [13]. In their paper, the authors reported a detailed plan that consisted of eleven lectures, along with the assessment methods. The course, which is called Multimedia and Web Design, is offered to bachelor students. The accessibility aspects are taught within each lecture, which helps students to consider accessibility as an intrinsic part of the web development process. Consequently, accessibility is taught as a goal from the beginning and not as an activity that is perceived as additional to the process of web development.

In Sweden, the disability policy was initiated in 2000 and revised in 2010 with the goal of enabling people with disabilities to have power and influence over their everyday lives [21]. This government
initiative, called “From Patient to Citizen,” aims to consider people with disabilities as citizens with the same rights as everyone else. This initiative, however, has only partially penetrated the aspects of teaching accessibility in university settings. In 2003, an Aging and Design Program started at Lund University that aimed at researching the involvement of the elderly persons in design. In 2007, at Luleå University, Design for All courses were offered to architects. A similar program was also offered in Mid Sweden University in 2010 [22]. These programs, however, are just isolated efforts in various fields and do not represent a satisfactory situation. Inaccessibility problems are still encountered today, even with the number of attempts mentioned in above studies. In addition, most of the universities in Sweden still lack accessibility courses or at least modules in relevant courses, such as web development.

3. Brief Overview of Accessibility Policies, Guidelines and Software

Web accessibility policies and laws are continuously being enacted to ensure guaranteed inclusive services to marginalized groups. Each country devises its own policies and laws that impose requirements to public and private sector. A comprehensive list of laws and policies are provided in [23]; however, for our context, we will just briefly describe the EU and Swedish policies.

The European Accessibility Act [24] concerns both the public and private sectors, and it describes accessibility requirements for products and services. The member states of the EU must implement this directive into their national law by June 2022, whereas compliance must be achieved by June 2025.

In Sweden, there is the Discriminatory Act [25], which was enacted in 2008 that affects the public and private sector. The Act is quite broad and involves discrimination, harassment, and disability in the work and educational life.

These directives and acts typically serve to raise the awareness and the necessity for compliance, but to fulfill those requirements, guidelines are needed. The Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) [26] of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has developed standards and guidelines to help developers and designers implement accessibility in their products and services. The WAI consists of three parts:

- Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [5], which provide standards for web content accessibility and describes how web content could be made accessible for people with disabilities.
- Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines (ATAG) [27], which include software and services that developers and designers use to create web content.
- User Agent Accessibility Guidelines (UAAG) [28], which describe how user agents, such as browsers and media players, are accessible to people with disabilities.

To support developers and designers in achieving the accessibility of their websites, besides guidelines, accessibility software can be utilized. Typically, these are evaluation tools that assist developers in measuring the level of accessibility of web content. They help in quickly finding accessibility errors and provide guidance on how to solve those errors. Some of these tools automatically check for problems and then provide the developers with a detailed report. Other tools provide a wizard-based evaluation that guides developers through steps. These tools are developed by companies, universities, and even individuals. An extensive list of such tools is provided in [29].

4. The Study Context and Approach

To understand if the topic of accessibility topic is introduced in web development courses, we initially looked at 14 different courses that are offered in one of the universities in the south of Sweden. The analysis involved looking at the syllabi of the courses, shown in Table 1.

Out of 14 courses, only two of them, the “Media Technology: Web Publishing” and “Media Technology: Web Production,” which are quite similar content wise, have a topic related to accessibility. The exact phrasing of both course contents used was “usability and accessibility on websites.” When we asked the teacher of these courses, his response was that he covers the topic of accessibility within one lecture, although he mostly covers usability. Additionally, he introduces screen readers and the potential of modern web technologies, which provide mechanisms to adapt to different screens.
However, when asked if he introduced any standards and guidelines or even Swedish laws related to web accessibility, the teacher said that he does not mention any specific standards or guidelines. This insight encouraged us to design this research study to explore why the topic of accessibility is still-missing among web development courses and also to investigate what can be done to address this problem, both from students’ and teachers’ perspectives.

**Table 1.** Web development courses that were analyzed in relation to accessibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Name</th>
<th>Accessibility Topic Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Introduction to Web Development</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Basic Web Development</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Media Technology: Web Publishing</td>
<td>Usability and accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Media Technology: Web Production</td>
<td>Usability and accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Web Programming</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Programming for the Web</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Advanced Web Development</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Web Development II—Server</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Web Applications for Mobile Devices</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Introduction to Web Programming with JavaScript</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Web Development II—Client</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Web Development I</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Crossmedia Publishing: Publishing in Multiple Channels</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Cloud-based Web Applications</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only courses listed as 3 and 4 briefly cover the accessibility topic.

**Study Approach and Participants**

As part of the exploratory nature of this study, we utilized both quantitative and qualitative approaches. We utilized a mixed approach via a survey and semi-structured interviews as the data collection method. In total, 19 student participants responded to our survey, and three teachers were interviewed, as presented in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Participants and data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Data Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Survey study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Mixed approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey was distributed to students who were enrolled in the “Introduction to Web Programming with JavaScript” course (see survey questions in Table 3). The aim of this survey was to understand if web programming students are familiar with web accessibility aspects. Additionally, we wanted to learn about their awareness of the standards and principles in designing accessible websites that ensure that end users have equal access to information and functionality, independent of their level of disability. Participants were second year bachelor level students from the department of Computer Science and Media Technology. The three interviewed teachers were lecturing the following courses: “Media Technology: Web Publishing,” “Media Technology: Web Production,” and “Introduction to Web Programming with JavaScript.” The aim was to get additional insights by exploring teachers’ perspectives (see interview questions in Table 4). This data collection served as a means for us to see if the topic of web accessibility should be offered within the current web development and design courses or if it should be delivered as a new course. Our survey and interview questions were mainly based on the study of [30].
Table 3. Survey questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>What is your gender? {Female; Male}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>What is your age? {18–24; 25–35; 36–45; 46–60; 61–70; Other}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>How would you classify your web programming experience? {Expert; Intermediate; Novice; Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>How many web programming (JavaScript, Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), etc.) courses have you taken so far? open ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>How would you classify your knowledge in how people with disabilities access the web? {Very Knowledgeable, Very Little; Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Have you ever created a website that is accessible for users with disabilities (e.g., visual impairments)? {Yes, No, Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Are you familiar with the Swedish or European disability policy? {Yes, No, Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Are the websites that you mostly visit accessible to users with disabilities (e.g., visual impairments)? {Yes, No, Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Are you aware that there are software tools that can check a website to see if it is accessible? {Yes, No, Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Are you familiar with any of the following accessibility guidelines from the Web Accessibility Initiative? (Check all that apply): {Web Content Accessibility Guidelines; Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines; User Agent Accessibility Guidelines; Not familiar with any accessibility guidelines}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Who do you think should be responsible for making a website accessible for users with disabilities (e.g., visual impairments)? (Check all that apply) {Webmaster; Systems Analyst/Engineer; Programmer; Help Desk Manager; Disability Compliance Office} Why? (Please provide an additional insight for question 11 below) open ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Do you think there is a need to include accessibility as a topic? [In a couple hours in a web programming class; As a separate course covering only the topic of web accessibility; No need for such topic]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Do you think that to be a web programmer it involves knowing how to build accessible websites? {Yes, No, Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Does building an accessible website increases also its usability for all users, regardless of their abilities? {Yes, No, Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Making a website accessible will influence: {Only people with disabilities; Only the old people; Both, old people and those with disabilities; Not Sure}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>What factors would influence you to build websites (government, corporate, and/or personal) accessible for users with disabilities? open ended question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>What do you think is the biggest challenge of making a website accessible for users with disabilities (e.g., visual impairments)? Explain. open ended question</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>How many web programming courses have you taught so far? For how long?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Are you familiar with the Swedish or European Disability Policy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Are you familiar with any of the following accessibility guidelines from the Web Accessibility Initiative? {Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines, User Agent Accessibility Guidelines, Not familiar}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Who do you think should be responsible for making a website accessible for users with disabilities (e.g., visual impairments)? {Webmaster, System Analyst/Engineer, Programmer, Help Desk Manager, Other}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Do you think there is a need to include accessibility as a topic in your classes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Do you think that to be a web programmer it involves knowing how to build accessible websites?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Does building an accessible website increases also its usability for all users, regardless of their abilities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Do you teach concepts of accessibility in any of your courses? Why yes or why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Have you ever attempted to include such topic? What was the obstacle?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All questions, besides 3 and 5, are open ended.
5. Results and Discussion

The process of data analysis began by organizing all the collected data, which consisted of surveys with students and interviews with teachers. We initially read all interview notes and cumulatively put those into digital post-it notes. Overall, seven post-it notes highlighted the answers given by interviewing three teachers. These are shown in the first dotted rectangle in Figure 1.

In a similar fashion, we generated post-it notes for the survey results. Overall, twelve post-it notes were created that cumulatively represented student responses; these are shown on the bottom dashed rectangle in Figure 1. The analysis process moved forward by identifying emerging themes between the interviews and surveys. The outcomes were six themes that are shown in post-it notes within the middle solid rectangle in Figure 1. We now describe in detail each of these themes and link to answers that were obtained from the surveys and interviews.

![Affinity diagram of the process of developing emerging themes from interviews and survey responses.](image)

**Figure 1.** Affinity diagram of the process of developing emerging themes from interviews and survey responses.

### 5.1. Gender Affects Motivation to Learn About Accessibility

Participants taking the survey were gender-balanced with 53% males and 47% females. It was thus possible to track any patterns that could be attributed to gender. When investigating the factors that could influence participants to build accessible websites, we found that female participants were driven by personal motivations, whereas male participants were driven by economy (salary, number of site visitors, etc.).

As it can be seen in Figure 2, four females and one male noted personal reasons, whereas one female and four males noted economic reasons, such as salary and website traffic. Other factors, such as the type of project and easy framework to implement accessibility features, were equally noted by both genders. Some comments provided by participants included:

*Student 4 (Female): “For personal reasons, in order to become a better programmer.”*
5.2. Need for Teaching Accessibility in Web Programming Courses

In order to better understand this gender effect, we found other research highlighting similar differences. The authors of [31] reported that females are twice as likely to engage in teaching accessibility within their courses and are proponents of the idea that accessibility as a topic should be covered in IT curricula. We believe that the fact that females are driven by personal reasons has to do with their higher level of empathy. The authors of [32] showed that women have higher self-reported higher levels of empathy compared to men. According to another study [33], which investigated the gender gap in charitable giving, women give more to poverty relief events compared to men. The effect was attributed to women having higher empathy levels than men. Similarly, women have been shown to have higher concern towards both the wellbeing of animals and environment protection [34].

Student 5 (Female): “The need to make the website accessible by as many persons as possible.”

Student 8 (Male): “Number of visitors.”

Student 3 (Male): “Good salary.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy (salary, website traffic, etc)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (type of project, easy framework, unsure)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Reasons affecting motivations to learn about accessibility shown by gender.

In order to better understand this gender effect, we found other research highlighting similar differences. The authors of [31] reported that females are twice as likely to engage in teaching accessibility within their courses and are proponents of the idea that accessibility as a topic should be covered in IT curricula. We believe that the fact that females are driven by personal reasons has to do with their higher level of empathy. The authors of [32] showed that women have higher self-reported higher levels of empathy compared to men. According to another study [33], which investigated the gender gap in charitable giving, women give more to poverty relief events compared to men. The effect was attributed to women having higher empathy levels than men. Similarly, women have been shown to have higher concern towards both the wellbeing of animals and environment protection [34].

5.2. Need for Teaching Accessibility in Web Programming Courses

The interviews revealed that only one teacher briefly included the topic of accessibility in their web development course. Despite the fact that teachers do not currently have an actual strategy or plan to include accessibility more extensively in their courses, all teachers maintained that all web programmers should know how to build accessible websites. When students were asked about the need to learn about accessibility, the majority of them (15 out of 19) stated that accessibility should be included for a couple of hours in a web development course. Three (out of 19) participants stated that accessibility should be a separate course in a program, whereas only one participant (out of 19) stated that there is no need for a such course (Figure 3). Some comments from teachers included:

Teacher 1: “Yes, every home page should comply. […] Since this is the first course, it is hard for them to grasp the idea, but first [students should learn to] code, then agile and usability, and [finally] a little accessibility. […] Everyone should have knowledge.”

Teacher 2: “… accessibility could be included in design-oriented web development courses, but not programming courses, like PhD.”

Teacher 3: “There should be some inclusion [in web development courses].”
in courses is lacking. We also noticed this when interviewing teachers in our study. The lack of expertise available to teach such courses is seen as one of the barriers to such [31].

5.3. Experience in Web Programming Affects Needs for Accessibility Training

While more closely investigating the need for teaching accessibility in web programming courses, we noticed a slightly different pattern between novice and intermediate participants. Their web programming experience was self-reported in the survey.

As shown in Figure 4, all novice participants stated that the topic of accessibility should be covered for few hours in existing web development courses. Intermediate participants, however, were almost split; five stated that accessibility should be covered within a web development course, whereas three stated that it should be a separate course. This showed the tendency that as people get more experience in web programming, they recognize the importance of accessibility. Interestingly, although not depicted in Figure 4, the three participants in favor of teaching accessibility as a separate course were all in the age range of 18–24, whereas the other two participants with intermediate experience who stated that accessibility should be included within a web development course were in the age range of 25–35 and 36–45. Though these are too limited data to indicate a general conclusion, there is a pattern that accessibility is recognized as a value more with younger people who get more web programming experience. Participants only provided close-ended answers to this question.

In a similar study [36] that was conducted in Brazil, the need for accessibility training was highly emphasized by participants that work professionally in web development. These participants stated that accessibility was not included in their education, but they got educated on their own due to the necessity of implementing projects. Thus, in order to maintain the importance of accessibility, the topic should be included in mainstream education [37]. According to a recent survey that was conducted with 1857 participants, only 20% of faculties within computing programs teach accessibility in their courses [31].
5.4. Very Low Familiarity with Accessibility Policies, Guidelines, and Software

People in IT fields are not generally familiar with policies, and such were the results in our study. The interviews showed that none of the teachers were familiar with Swedish or EU accessibility policies. Similar findings were observed for student participants, who, as shown in Figure 5, had no familiarity with disability policies. Slightly positive answers were reported for familiarity with accessibility checking tools, which are tools that enable people to evaluate and measure the accessibility of a website. Only four people (out of 19) reported that they were familiar with such tools.

Teacher 1: “I am not familiar with any disability policies or guidelines. [As for tools,] I am only familiar with tools to analyze the content and websites for color blind and people that have lower ability to see.”

Teacher 2 and 3: “Not familiar with any disability policies, guidelines or software.”

Similar findings were seen regarding the familiarity with accessibility guidelines. We asked participants about their familiarity with any of the WAI guidelines, namely WCAG, ATAG, and UAAG. As shown
in Figure 6, most of the participants (11 out of 19) were not familiar with any of the guidelines, whereas 5 (out 19) were familiar with WCAG, 3 (out 19) were familiar with ATAG, and only one (out 19) was familiar with UAAG. Note that participants could select more than one choice. Similarly, no teacher was familiar with these guidelines. This result indicates the low knowledge that the participants possessed about guidelines that are necessary to adhered to in order to develop or evaluate accessible websites.

![Figure 6. Familiarity with accessibility guidelines.](image)

Our results differ from those found on [30], where the majority of respondents noted that they were familiar with laws and regulations for accessibility. However, regardless of their knowledge on laws and regulations, the study also reported that implementing such knowledge was low in terms of actually developing accessible websites. The same held for familiarity with software tools for checking the accessibility of websites. Despite the majority of them being familiar with such software, their utilization was not comparable to participants’ knowledge.

Another result that was different in our study compared to those of [30] was the familiarity of the respondents with WAI guidelines. In our case, the majority of our participants were not familiar with any of the WAI guidelines, whereas the authors of [30] reported that the majority of respondents were familiar with WCAG (64%) but not with other guidelines (ATAG and UAAG). Perhaps these differences are due to diverse audiences participating in these studies; our participants were students, whereas in [30], participants were professional developers. More other studies are in line with the results of our study. For instance, the authors of [38] reported that only 16% of the participants were familiar with WCAG, and 13% and 7% were familiar with ATAG and UAAG, respectively. A lack of knowledge about WCAG among web developers has continued to be the trend, even in more recent surveys [39,40].

5.5. Developer’s Responsibility to Build Accessible Websites

Generally, the findings reveal a consistency between teachers and students. In the question on who should be responsible to ensure that websites are accessible, both groups reported that the responsibility mainly lies with programmers, webmasters, and system analysts/engineers. There were few participants who stated that the responsibility also lies with help desk managers and disability compliance office. The actual numbers are shown in Figure 7. Note that participants could select more than one choice. Some comments in relation to this question included:

*Teacher 1:* “Webmasters, programmers, and system analysts/engineers are responsible because if you want to have a perfect system, everyone should be involved.”
Teacher 2: “Webmasters and programmers, because accessibility encompasses many things, logical sequence on how various things are done, someone must have a good overview on these things, particularly the webmaster.”

Teacher 3: “Webmasters, programmers, and system analysts/engineers are responsible since they are most involved in creating websites.”

The majority of participants stated that it is the responsibility of web programmers and webmasters to build accessible websites, which is similar to the results of [30]. A slight difference was that in our study, more responsibility was given to the web programmer than the webmaster, which was the opposite of the results of [30]. There is a subtle difference between the role of a web programmer and a webmaster, the former being the person coding the front and back end of a website and the latter having a more extended role with additional responsibilities such as content creation and management, system administration, and design. Since these two roles could very often be perceived as similar, especially in smaller companies, perhaps we could assume that respondents in our study and the respondents of [30] did not see a significant difference between these two roles.

5.6. Accessibility Not Always Contributes to Usability

One teacher briefly discusses accessibility in his web programming course. He does that by relating it with usability, as he maintains that accessibility and usability are correlated and contribute to each other.

Teacher 1: “I am not differentiating between usability and accessibility. I teach them together, but the focus is more on usability.”

A similar stance was also observed among students; 12 (out 19) stated that accessibility increases usability, one participant stated the opposite, and the rest (6 out 19) were unsure (Figure 8).
The positive correlation between accessibility and usability was not shared by two other teachers. They maintained that it is not always true that when we make a website accessible, we also increase its usability. These are some of their comments:

Teacher 2: “In some cases making websites accessible, can affect the other users. [...] for example, if you increase the font size, it can negatively affect other [type of] users.”

Teacher 3: “Websites that are accessible can also be convoluted with too many options.”

Similar to our student responses, the authors of [41] reported that the majority of their respondents stated that accessibility and usability are highly related. A positive relation between accessibility and usability has been reported in other studies, although one study treated accessibility and usability elements as distinct but influencing each other [42], and the other considered accessibility as a subset of usability [43].

### 6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we conducted a case study about to the topic of accessibility at one university in Sweden. We used surveys and interviews as an approach to study the still-missing topic of accessibility within many web development courses. We measured the level of accessibility being taught in web development courses with the aim to investigate if the topic of accessibility is considered important for students and teachers who are involved in such courses. The affinity diagram helped us uncover emerging themes from interviews and survey responses. This process consequently helped us structure the results and uncover insights.

One of the main results showed that accessibility should be included in web development courses. This view was strongly maintained by both groups, students and teachers. The most interesting finding, although derived as a secondary result, was related to gender and its connection to accessibility. Our survey results showed that gender affected motivation to learn about accessibility. Specifically, female participants were driven by personal motivations, whereas males were driven by economy when considering accessibility. Unfortunately, all participants in our interviews were male, so we could not track any gender effects as we could with the surveys. This limitation, we believe, had implications on our results and particularly in the generalizability of this theme.

Additionally, we discovered that experience in web programming affected the needs for accessibility training. For example, as people gain experience in web programming, their perception
about the importance of accessibility training also increases. Unfortunately, our results showed that there is still very low familiarity with accessibility policies, guidelines, and software. For example, the majority of participants had no familiarity with disability policies including Swedish or EU accessibility policies. This, however, confirms other studies in this topic. Regarding the responsibility of who should build accessible websites, the results showed that this responsibility mainly lies with programmers, webmasters, and system analysts/engines. Our study also showed that accessibility does not always contribute to usability.

Our study’s conclusion confirmed findings that have been uncovered in other similar studies, such as the need for accessibility training, the lack of competence in accessibility, and generally the low familiarity with accessibility guidelines and policies. We did, however, uncover interesting gender effects in relation to accessibility, which we attribute to females having an increased sense of empathy.

It is a prominent outcome of this study that raising awareness for accessibility training is necessary. Calls to address this need have been directed to governments [44] and universities to offer training and support and to equip future developers with skills demanded by the market [45]. One of the authors participated in a workshop that was recently held at a university in the south of Sweden. Ten universities from Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway took part to discuss web accessibility in higher education. It was obvious that each university was struggling to find a way to include accessibility in their courses and curricula.

One of the main limitations of our study was its connection to one university only, which might affect the generalizability of our results, although most of the results confirmed previous work conducted on this topic [30,31,38–40]. Another limitation is that we only had 19 respondents, which might pose some threats to validity; however, we tried to mitigate this by using interviews, which helped us confirm some of the results and revealed some new insights. Another aspect worth mentioning is that the survey and interview questions were based on another study [30], which, in general, increased the validity of our study.

In our future work, we plan to conduct a larger scale study at the national level in Sweden. We also plan to involve the web development industry in efforts to influence the importance of accessibility training, which is relevant to our society. We believe that there is a need to re-imagine and to cultivate a better accessibility mindset, which is particularly important for future web designers and developers.
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